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Abstract:
Systems engineering is at a crossroad now at this early part of the 21st Century. One of the main challenges of any
paradigms in systems engineering is being able to handle complex systems under unforeseen uncertainties. A system
may be called complex if its dimension (order) is too high and its model (if available) is nonlinear, interconnected, and
information on the system is uncertain such that classical techniques cannot easily handle the problem. A system of
systems (SoS) is a "super system," or an integration of complex systems coordinated together in such a way to achieve
a wider goal with possible higher significance. Applications of SoS are quite extensive - examples are future combat
mission, Global Warming, Mars missions, Air Traffic System, Global Earth Observation System, Smart Electric Power
Grid, Energy systems, healthcare system, etc. Computational intelligence (CI) or Soft Computing, a consortium of fuzzy
logic (approximate reasoning), neuro-computing (learning), genetic algorithms and genetic programming (optimization),
has proven to be a powerful set of tools for adding autonomy and semi-autonomy to many complex systems. For such
systems the size of autonomous controller architecture will be nearly infinite. In this lecture cyber-physical or system of
systems are introduced, challenges are brought up and potential solutions and needs are discussed. Special emphasis
will be made on applications of land rovers (vehicles), underwater rovers and unmanned aerial rovers (vehicles).
Simulated and experimental results will be presented. Research at the University of Texas ACE Laboratory on robotic
swarms, energy management and forecasting, etc. will be covered. Collaborative efforts between US and EU on this filed
will also be reviewed briefly.
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